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The Prestige Plus has all the classic style of its smaller counterpart, the 16' Prestige, but being built on a 20'
chassis, it offers a good deal more elbow room. This additional space in the common area allows for multiple
guests to freshen up at the same time.

The large, ornate double vanity has plenty of room for makeup and the mirror, which runs the full length of the
cabinet is well lit to allow the careful application of cosmetics.

Tasteful prints of vintage advertisements adorn the walls of both the women's and men's compartments and all
sinks, commodes and urinals feature no-touch controls.

Specs
Total Footprint

L 28' x W 12' x H 12' including stairs, trailer tongue and hitch, 4' foot traffic clearance.

Accommodations

Men's side: 1 private room with commode, 1 urinal, vanity with sink and grooming mirror
Ladies side: 2 private rooms with commodes, double vanity with 2 sinks and a large
grooming mirror.

Capacity

The number of guests any unit can accommodate will vary greatly according to the legnth
and nature of the event. Please contact our representative to discuss your specifics.

Electrical Power

Unit operates on three 110/125 volt, 20 amp circuits. These circuits must be dedicated and
not used to power any additional equipment

Electrical Connections

Requires three (3) power cables with NEMA 5-20 connectors. (Click)

Generator

Required where adequate power is not available at the location (Click)

Water Supply

Unit has a standard garden hose connection. A spigot with compatible connector and
functioning turn-off valve is required. The unit also has a 300 gallon on-board tank.

Auxiliary Water Supply

Required where water, or adequate water pressure (30-60 psi), is not available (Click)

Options

Amenity package, flowers, attendants etc

Cold Weather

Unit is rated to operate in temperatures as low as zero (f).

Contact Emil Norsic & Son - PO Box 5047 Southampton, NY 11969, (800) 451-6875
(631) 283-0604 - ext. 113

If our reps are busy and you'd like to send us a message with your question, click envelope.
Please include your contact information and when you'd like to be called back.

Click to send us a message.
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